Do you have political rights?
Vote in the European Elections on May 25th!

VOTE FOR ME AS WELL!

Did you know that there are people in Europe, especially those who are born and raised in Greece, who do not have the right to vote? Help their voice to be heard, vote for them as well!

Vote for candidates who support human rights and actively work to fight against xenophobia and racism. You can use your vote to divide or to unite!

Generation 2.0 for Rights, Equality & Diversity (G2RED) is an organization led by a team of people of Greek and migrant background which promotes rights, equality and diversity. G2RED fights for the right of all people who are born and/or raised in Greece, regardless of their background, to be equal citizens in the country.

Support our ‘Equal Citizens’ campaign http://www.ithageneia.org/

On the occasion of the European elections and the rise of racism in Europe, G2RED has joined the European wide campaign* Your Vote Can Unite, co-organized by ENAR, Hope Not Hate, and the United for Intercultural Action network.

The campaign is running in Greece, France, Italy, and Hungary.

Contact info: greece@yourvotecanunite.eu  facebook | YourVoteCanUnite